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Abstract

Since the launch of AI, technology development to implement complete and sophisticated AI functions has 
continued. In efforts to develop technologies for complete automation, Machine Learning techniques and deep 
learning techniques are mainly used. These techniques deal with supervised learning, unsupervised learning, 
and reinforcement learning as internal technical elements, and use the Big-data Analysis method again to set 
the cornerstone for decision-making. In addition, established decision-making is being improved through 
subsequent repetition and renewal of decision-making standards. In other words, big data analysis, which 
enables data classification and recognition/recognition, is important enough to be called a key technical 
element of AI function. Therefore, big data analysis itself is important and requires sophisticated analysis. In 
this study, among various tools that can analyze big data, we will use a Python program to find out what 
variables can affect addiction according to smartphone use in a decision tree environment. We the Python 
program checks whether data classification by decision tree shows the same performance as other tools, and 
sees if it can give reliability to decision-making about the addictiveness of smartphone use. Through the results 
of this study, it can be seen that there is no problem in performing big data analysis using any of the various 
statistical tools such as Python and R when analyzing big data.
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1. Introduction

As the 4th industry was discussed, a new paradigm called AI appeared in all industries. A new paradigm of 
AI is expected to revolutionize all industries with limitless energy and consequent capabilities throughout 
society as we know it. These AIs are currently showing groundbreaking achievements in each field of society 
around the world, and will be further developed and improved as time goes on. After the 4th industry, AI 
technologies that perfectly connect the virtual world and the physical world in real time, such as 'digital twin' 
and 'modeling and simulation', have been analyzed as major technologies for next-generation production 
innovation technologies [1]. AI technology, which surprised the world, is making rapid progress through 
technologies called machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL). Applications of ML are routinely used in 
speech recognition, computer vision, and many other commercial systems. In Korea, an analysis was also 
conducted to classify subway stations according to their getting on and off patterns using ML [2,3]. As for the 
application of DL, research on predicting low blood pressure in high-risk groups that cause serious 
complications has been conducted with Random Forest, and research on natural language processing has also 
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been conducted to predict the next event in business processes [4,5]. Here, ML is an internal technology, which 
is supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforcement learning, and each technology has the ability 
to produce excellent results that can be said to be very good. When a seller inputs product registration 
information in natural language, the 'KoNLPy' morpheme analysis process is performed, and supervised 
learning is used to implement a system that automatically recommends catalog information most suitable for 
the product by applying the 'Naïve Bayes' classification method [6]. As for the application of unsupervised 
learning, research has been conducted to predict the overall shape using cluster data rather than step-by-step 
data learning by applying neural networks to reflect data learning methods [7]. In addition, in the case of 
reinforcement learning, an autonomous parking simulator based on the Ackerman steering geometry model 
formula was developed to model the actual vehicle operation method, and then an autonomous parking 
simulator to which the Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) reinforcement learning algorithm was 
applied was studied [8]. In addition, DL is a technology that improves itself through self-directed learning 
renewal called reinforcement learning among ML, and has the ability to produce very excellent results. It is an 
obvious fact that these technologies will continue to be researched and developed even now.

In order for the above-mentioned technologies to derive more and more improved results, the results of big 
data analysis (BDA), which is the basis of this technology, must have high reliability. AI technology will be 
utilized not only in fragmentary cases or environments that are easy to use, but in highly complex and diverse 
environments. Recognizing and recognizing objects in such a fragmentary or complex environment can cause 
a big social problem if the function is implemented only through a few cases. BDA and accurate classification 
of data are very important in order not to cause social problems caused by AI functions. In order to utilize the 
data for the purpose, it must be possible to accurately classify the data, and the classified data must always 
have high reliability. There are various techniques for data classification (DC), but among them, various 
experiments were conducted on key factors such as the number of trees, feature selection, and learning set size 
in terms of classification performance for automatically assigning topic categories to domestic journal articles 
using random forest [9]. In addition, research was conducted to detect and classify erratic faults, drift faults, 
hard-over faults, spike faults, and stuck faults, which are typical types of faults that occur in sensors, by 
applying ML algorithms such as SVM and CNN [10].

To classify the data, you need to use data analysis tools (DAT). There are various statistical tools such as 
SPSS, SAS, STATA, and Excel for DAT, and R and Python are available for DAT that use computer languages.
In the field where the R program was applied, social network analysis was performed using empirical data for 
researchers to conduct related research [11]. In addition, in the field of application of the python program, by 
proposing a learning procedure and teaching strategy for a python-based software education model, and a 
curriculum for one semester, it was applied to liberal arts classes, resulting in significant results in an effective 
aspect [12]. R and Python are widely used as computer languages for implementing AI technology today, and 
provide variety and many libraries for free in BDA.

In this study, we try to analyze data by using Python program among various statistical tools. The data 
analysis used will use decision trees (DT). Various studies on DT have studied models that predict the 
probability of fire occurrence when weather conditions are given using DT to prevent catastrophic fires [13]. 
In addition, a study was conducted to classify and analyze patterns of mobile communication customers in 
order to increase customer credit prediction by applying a combined DT (C4.5) and neural network techniques 
[14]. In addition, a study was conducted to compare human empirical knowledge with collected data, convert 
it into weights, and use it to create a DT [15]. The purpose of the analysis is to find out what variables will 
lead to addiction in smartphone use through DC. In addition, based on the data classified by the Python code, 
we also examine the relationship between the variables. Through the results of this study, it will be confirmed 
that there is no problem in performing BDA using any of the various statistical tools such as Python and R 
when analyzing big data.

2. Data Classification

DC analysis is one of the ML techniques, and classification analysis (CA) is a technique that can classify 
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data by grouping collected data with different characteristics. Today, there are several statistical tools such as 
SPSS and SAS for DT analysis, but computer languages are used a lot from the point of view of implementing 
AI technology. As a computer language used, one of R Program and Python Program is used, and sometimes 
each may be used for the purpose.

2.1 DT Definition

DT have relatively fast, simple, and easy-to-understand rules compared to other CA techniques. A DT is a 
technique that can classify collected data into several groups and classify decision-making rules that appear 
between variables using a tree structure.

DT use the concept of impurity to select classification criteria in the DT, which means the complexity of 
the data. In other words, it means the degree to which different data are mixed in one category. When setting 
the classification standard, the impurity of the child node should be set to be reduced compared to the impurity 
of the current node. This difference is called information gain. Equation 1 is the impurity function. p is the 
proportion of classes belonging to each group.

             (1)

For sophisticated DC, a step-by-step analysis process is performed. At this time, the analysis process 
consists of five steps. Table 1shows the 5-step analysis process of the DT.

Table 1. Analysis process of 5 steps of DT

Analysis 

stage
Step-by-step analysis

Step 1
Analysis process Creation of decision tree

According to the purpose of analysis, it has appropriate separation criteria and stopping rules.

Step 2

Analysis process Pruning

Remove branches that have the potential to increase the classification error or have induction 

rules that are inappropriate.

Step 3
Analysis process Feasibility evaluation

Analyze cross-validation using gains chart, risk chart, or verification data.

Step 4
Analysis process Interpretation and prediction

Interpret the decision tree and establish a predictive model.

Step 5

Analysis process Decision tree formation

In the above process, different decision trees are formed depending on how the separation 

criteria, suspension rules, and evaluation criteria are applied.

Looking at the 5 stages of the DT, first, it has the appropriate separation criteria and stopping rules 
according to the purpose of analysis, which are processed by the internal function. The branch with the second 
highest possible misclassification potential or inappropriate inference rule is eliminated. Thirdly, cross-
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validation is analyzed by benefit table, risk chart, or data for verification. Fourth, we interpret the DT and set 
up a prediction model. Finally, in the above process, decisions are made according to the separation standards 
and rules.

The pseudo-decision tree divides the entire data into a train (training) set and a test (test) set through an 
internal operation, learns each, and then calculates the classification rate. In addition, in order to classify data 
using DT analysis, the type of data used must be data with continuous information. If these data are simply 
defined using R and Python programs, it is as follows.

2.2 Decision Making by R Program

The R program has been used for a long time as a free program for public use, and its usage has increased 
rapidly since the importance of big data analysis was mentioned. DT analysis using an R program divides the 
entire data into a training set and a test set, learns it, and then calculates the classification rate.

DT analysis using an R program divides the entire data into a training set and a test set, learns it, and then 
calculates the classification rate. The R program uses the internal prune() function to classify data into tree 
types, which is called a branch function. In DT analysis, no matter which analysis tool is used, the classification 
criteria for pruning are determined by entropy and information gain from parent node to child node, and 
calculation is performed by ‘installPackage(tree)’. The figure below Figure 1 shows the pruning after the 
pruning standard is set by the prune() function of the R program.

Figure 1. Pruning by R program

2.3 Decision Making by Python Program

The Python program has been used for a long time as a free program for public use, and its usage has 
increased rapidly since the importance of BDA was mentioned. In addition, in order to implement AI functions 
today, it is necessary to build a complex system using Python and various libraries. When performing DT 
analysis using a variety of Python programs, the classification rate is calculated after learning by dividing the 
entire data into a training set and a test set.

The Python program's pruning criteria are also determined by entropy and information gain, and the 
algorithms include "ID3, C4.5, C5.0" based on ML and "CART, CHAID" based on statistics. Among them, 
C5.0 is a supervised learning algorithm that has improved the previous two types.

C5.0 is based on the concept of entropy and information gain, and if the data of the initial target variable 
(explanatory variable) is mixed, the impurity increases, and at this time, entropy becomes large. In the process 
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of classifying each input variable (dependent variable) data, the data of the target variable are grouped by 
similar characteristics, lowering entropy, and at this time, information gain occurs. The upper layer of the value 
keeper is determined by the information gain, and the variable that makes the information gain the greatest is 
selected.

In C5.0, the classification forecast is clf. The predictor() function is used, and the entropy model uses the 
tree. DecisionTree() function by the target variable. Figure 2 shows the entropy and tree structure by the Python 
program.

Figure 2. Tree structure by Python program

In the DT analysis by Python and R programs, when the entropy becomes 0, the impurity concentration 

becomes 0%, so it can be said that it is classified with only one piece of information.

The structure in Figure 2 shows the visualization of the DT according to the results after pruning according 

to the internal criteria based on the data when using the Python program. As for the meaning of the text in the 

square box, square brackets ([]) mean each variable, and information on entropy information and branching 

point settings based on entropy values is shown below. If you use the R program, it will show a slightly 

different shape and text.

3. Experiments

In this study, the DT analysis by the Python program is pruned through the DC process, and by finding out 

which variables are influential according to the decision-making process, we find out whether the DT analysis 

by the Python program is also a reliable result. see. The experiment used a Python program to find out which 

variables determine the addictiveness of smartphone use, and a total of 8 variables were used, and the number 

of data was 232. In this experiment, in order to evaluate whether smartphones are addictive, we will 
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sequentially classify data that have a lot of influence on smartphone addiction through DT analysis using the 

values of each variable. By classifying data that affect addiction, we find out which variables have an effect. 

At this time, it is checked whether the information classified by the DT analysis is a reliable classification 

result. Therefore, in this experiment, based on the prepared data, DT analysis is used to classify the data 

according to whether or not the smartphone is Middle Eastern, and confirm the classification criteria.

3.1 DT Experiment

Previously, we looked at the pruning model according to data classification when using R code and Python 

code. Here, we classify the data using Python code based on the actual data to be analyzed, and check the 

pruning process according to the pruning criteria.

We use a Python program to check which variables have an influence on smartphone addiction. First, the 

data structure for 8 variables of 232 data that will determine smartphone addiction is confirmed in matrix and 

table structures. Figure 3 shows the summary information of the data output by the Python code and the 

command to show the data structure with information summarized based on the entire data.

Figure 3. Python code and summary information

First, after importing the data file to be analyzed using Python code, it is set to be advantageous for analysis 

through a simple pre-processing process. Then, the file compressed in CSV format is read in CSV format. The 

CSV file is a file format in which all variables to be used for analysis are separated with commas (,). If you 

issue a Python code command up to this point and then output it, all the data read from the data file will be 

spread out on the monitor screen. When the screen space is insufficient, a dot (...) is displayed.

Figure 4 shows factor variables that affect smartphone addiction, order in memory for each variable, 

variable name, missing value, data type, data structure, etc. As for the overall data type, float64(1) indicates 

that there is one real number variable and int64(7) indicates that there are 8 integer type variables. At this time, 

the size of the memory used is additionally notified that 14.6 KB is being used.
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Figure 4. Python code and data structure information

Looking at the composition of each number, the names of the eight variables are S_type, Gender, Std_grade, 

S_living, S_time, SNS_time, Addiction, and Impulsiveness. For each variable, Impulsiveness is a float64 real 

number variable, and all other variables are int64 integer type numeric variables.

Second, the training set and the test set are separated based on the entire data. The training set to be separated 

is set to 70% (162) of the total, and the test set is set to 30% (70). Figure 5 means a command to set the 

separation criterion to 70% for training set and 30% for test using Python code. It shows the calculation of 

classification criteria for training and test data corresponding to each variable based on the entire data.

Figure 5. Train set, test set classification standard value

Figure 6 shows the results of separating data for training and testing by the DC standard value according to 

Figure 5. Looking at Figure 6, it can be seen that the instruction set is divided into 162 out of 232 data sets, 

and the test set is divided into 70 out of 232 data sets. As an additional study, in actual R code, it is necessary 

to check how many data are divided into each when data is separated by the same criterion. Looking at the 

additional information in Figure 6, there are numerical expressions represented by 1 and 2, which contain 

information on smartphone addiction. 1 means not poisoned, 2 means poisoned.
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Figure 6. Separation of training set (70%) and test set (30%)

The upper part of Figure 6 is the training set, and among the total 232 data, 162 data were classified as 

training data by the pruning function. The lower part is the test set, which informs that 70 data out of a total of 

232 data are classified as test data.

Third, check the input values and target values for the training set and test set. Each value can be checked 

using 'train.shape' and 'test.shape'. Figure 7 shows the input values and target values of the training set (left) 

and test set (right), respectively.

(a)train set                                                           (b) test set

Figure 7. Input value and target value of training set

Fourth, set the entropy for the evaluation index of the target variable and proceed with modeling. Modeling 

is a step in finding a value with less entropy because the information gain increases as the entropy decreases. 

The section where the range of change in the entropy value increases becomes the depth of pruning. Figure 8 

is the code that proceeds with modeling based on the value of entropy and the result of the code.
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Figure 8. Entropy Calculation and Value Keeping Depth Settings

Executed by DecisionTreeClassifier(), entropy is calculated internally, and the maximum depth of pruning 

is limited to 5 steps.

Fifth, training data is learned as input and target values to predict the model and determine the depth of 

pruning. Since the entropy calculation and pruning depth were set in Figure 8, the pruning model set based on 

the addiction variable is predicted here. Figure 9 shows the steps of predicting the model based on addiction 

variables according to the calculated pruning criteria.

Figure 9. Prediction of pruning model based on addiction variables

Sixth, the presence or absence of smartphone addiction is predicted by the output of the confusion matrix 

for the test set. In the confusion matrix, rows represent actual values and columns represent predicted values. 

Then, since the result of the confusion matrix in this experiment is '[[35 9][16 10]]', the position of each value 

is '35:[0][0], 9:[0][1], 16:[1][0], 10:[1][1]', and it is the same as the matrix structure. Please note that the 

preceding symbol ([]) is a mark indicating the index of memory allocation criteria by the Python program, and 

does not mean references. In other words, if the model is predicted based on the total 70 data in the test set, 

the row is the actual value, so 35 cases were selected as no when not addicted to smartphones, and 9 cases 

were incorrectly selected as yes. Also, when smartphone addiction is correct, there are 16 wrongly selected no 

and 10 wrongly selected yes.

Seventh, the results of DC with a matrix structure are confirmed with statistics. The table according to the 

DC results contains various information about smartphone addiction. Among them, addiction information (1,2), 

accuracy (0.64), other statistics, and test set were analyzed, so support information is marked as 70. Figure 10 

shows the results of DC based on the test set as a table.

Figure 10. DC result table based on test set

After training 162 data based on the total data, a test was conducted using 70 data to classify according to 

'addiction' and 'non-addiction'. As a result, the accuracy of the DC rate was 0.64%, indicating an accuracy of 
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64%. In Figure 11, the DC rate is 0.64% even by the Python code, showing the same result as Figure 10. This 

can cause accuracy fluctuations depending on the amount of data, whether large or small. However, from the 

perspective of the AI system, it can be said that the degree of accuracy that is difficult to apply directly to the 

AI system has come out, so it can be seen that there is a need to improve the classification rate.

Eighth, the accuracy is calculated and displayed based on the results of the DC. Accuracy calculation in 

Python code is done with the same command as in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Accuracy calculation of Python code

As can be seen in Figure 11, the accuracy of the measured DC is 0.642%, which is about 64% accuracy. 

This cannot be seen as a high level of accuracy from the point of view of accuracy, so it can be seen that the 

accuracy is somewhat low. Low accuracy cannot be directly transferred to AI function implementation, and 

additional data purification and collection will have to be done. In addition, at least for this part, the need to 

analyze again using other statistical tools has been raised, so related research will be conducted in the future. 

Ninth, pruning is performed based on the classified results, and a tree structure is drawn based on a value with 

a large information gain as a factor influencing smartphone addiction. In the tree structure, the upper node is 

the parent node, and the lower node is the child node. The factor variables of the parent node can be interpreted 

in the same meaning and are composed of variables that can exert important influence on the child nodes. The 

entropy of the parent node has a greater value than the entropy of the child node. In other words, entropy 

increases as you go up, so the information gain decreases. However, on the contrary, as the entropy goes down, 

the information gain increases as the entropy decreases, so it is possible to set a reference value for classifying 

data. Therefore, among all nodes, the parent node is composed of variables that can exert influence on child 

nodes. (Figure 12) is a tree structure created by calculating entropy and information gain at each step after 

pruning according to DC criteria by Python commands. In the tree structure of (Figure 12), the X[number] 

mark means each variable used in smartphone addiction analysis, and the X[number] mark according to each 

variable can be expressed as in Table 2.

Table 2. Display X[number] according to each variable

variable name X[number]표시 variable name X[number]표시

S_type X[0] S_time X[4]

Genger X[1] SNS_time X[5]

Std_grade X[2] Impulsiveness X[6]

S_living X[3]

The tree structure in Figure 12 must have been created by repeating the process of selecting the parent node 

by issuing the highest information gain at the lowest value of entropy. Then, in the tree structure, the factor 

variable that has the highest influence on smartphone addiction is X[4], which points to the S_time variable, 
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which means smartphone use time. In other words, it can be seen that the greatest influence on addiction is 

that the possibility of falling into addiction is the highest when a smartphone is used for a long time regardless 

of time and place. Second, X[6] refers to the impulsiveness variable that impulsively uses a smartphone. 

Therefore, the most influential variable is the S_time variable, and the second most influential variable is the 

Impulsiveness variable. The third variable that has an impact is the SNS_time variable, and it can be seen that 

the variable that uses a lot of various social networks such as KakaoTalk, Messenger, FateBock, Twitter, and 

Instagram has an effect on addiction. Next, according to S_type, addiction is relatively higher in high school 

students than in middle school students, and in the case of gender variables, differences in addiction also occur 

in male and female cases. Also, between the S_type variable and the Gender variable, there may be a change 

in influence due to the S_living variable.

Figure 12. Creation of tree structure by entropy and information gain

So far, we have applied DT analysis to find out what variables have an influence on smartphone addiction 

using a Python program. In conclusion, the accuracy of the DT analysis using the Python program was about 
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65%, and although the pruning value by DC showed a slightly lower accuracy, the data were classified 

meaningfully in selecting factor variables that affect smartphone addiction. That is, as the factor variable 

having the greatest influence, the S_time variable was selected and selected as the topmost root node. As a 

child node, the Impulsiveness variable was set as a child node, and the lower child nodes were set as SNS_time, 

S_type, and S_living variables, so that the model was appropriately estimated according to the influence on 

smartphone addiction. 

4. Conclusion

AI technology, which surprised the world, is making rapid progress through technologies called ML and 
DL. AI technology will be utilized not only in fragmentary cases or environments that are easy to use, but in 
highly complex and diverse environments. In order to utilize the data for the purpose, it must be possible to 
accurately classify the data, and the classified data must always have high reliability. In this study, among 
various statistical tools, a Python program was used to find out what variables would lead to addiction in 
smartphone use through DC.

First, after classifying the data using a DT, the tree structure pruned by the classification criteria and the 
corresponding variables were checked. As a result of the DT analysis process, pruning was performed between 
the Impulsiveness variable, which means addiction among 8 variables, and the other 7 variables according to 
the DC criteria. As a result of the pruning of the DT analysis, it was determined that the S_time variable had 
the greatest influence on smartphone addiction and was selected as the highest root node. Next, SNS_time, a 
variable with high social network usage, was selected by the root node as a child node. Next, the variables 
S_type, Std_grade, and S_living were selected as child nodes. Therefore, based on the data classified by the 
Python code, it is possible to know what kind of relationship the variables have. Through the results of this 
study, it was confirmed that DC is very important in implementing AI functions and that there is no problem 
in performing BDA using any of the various statistical tools such as Python and R when analyzing big data.

In the future research, we will proceed with the study of the part where additional experiments should be 
continued in this study and other methods such as DC analysis, correlation degree between variables and 
difference analysis between data distribution standards. In addition, we will proceed with consideration of 
various methods and alternatives for sophisticated DC.
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